THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LEXIS.COM® AND LEXIS ADVANCE®

You can be confident you’ve built your strategy on good law when you use Shepard’s® Citations Service. And only Shepard’s offers a full range of editorial analysis—including positive treatments—to help you find additional support for your argument and uncover a potential split of authority. **With the Lexis Advance® service, you get the Shepard’s® capabilities you’ve come to expect**—and more—including exclusive analytical and visual tools to help you validate your authorities and find additional support for your argument.

Preview your Shepard’s report with Lexis Advance

**LEXIS.COM®**

- When you view a case, you need to click the Shepardize® link to view your report.

- Since there is no preview, you cannot view a summary until after you Shepardize.

**LEXIS ADVANCE**

- When you view a full-text case, a Shepard's preview offers highlights of the report **before** you Shepardize.

- Click the exclusive **Reason for Shepard’s Signal™?** link (circled above) to see the citing reference that had the strongest influence on the Shepard’s Signal indicator—without leaving your full-text case.
Validate faster with Lexis Advance

**LEXIS.COM**

- At the *lexis.com* service, the *Shepard’s* report is in a list format.

**LEXIS ADVANCE**

- At the Lexis Advance service, the *Shepard’s* report is broken into four tabs, making it easier to focus on what’s most important to you.

- Convenient filters let you narrow your search by analysis, court, discussion, headnotes and timeline and search within your results. You can also filter your results by just unreported or reported citing cases.

- The Lexis Advance service also has depth of discussion indicators focused on how much the citing court talked about your case.

- See how your case is treated by multiple citing references quickly. Use the navigation arrows to move among citing cases.
Shepard’s® Graphical—only at Lexis Advance®

Shepard’s Graphical, a Lexis Advance exclusive, enables you to see the history of citing decisions in an easy visual map or grid format.

The Appellate History Map visually depicts the appellate chain of your case (prior and subsequent appellate history). You can zoom in for more detailed viewing or trace the direct path between a subsequent event back to your Shepardized™ case.

The Shepard’s Citing Decisions Grid depicts vital history events by court or by date to help you determine if your point of law is still evolving. Easily see potential splits of authority when a case is treated positively (“Followed by”) in one court and negatively in another.

Learn more about Shepard’s at Lexis Advance. Visit LEXISNEXIS.COM/ADVANCEYOURRESEARCH
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